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By a surrogate dual problem to an optimization problem (P), embedded into a 
family of perturbed problems (P,),,x, we mean here any quasi&onvex dual ]2] or 
any pseudo-dual (30) problem to (P). with respect to the embedding (these include, 
in particular, the usual surrogate dual problems). We give some new results on 
surrogate dual problems and surrogate Lagrangians, which we introduce in this 
general framework. Also, we determine the surrogate dual problems and surrogate 
Lagrangians for various optimization problems. For norm minimization on linear 
manifolds, we find an optimal perturbation for pseudo-duality, i.e., which yields the 
gap 0. 
0. INTR~OUCTI~N 
If F, X are two (real) locally convex spaces, with X partially ordered (the 
classical particular case is F = R”, X = R”), u a convex mapping of F into X 
and h: F+ R= [-co, +co] a functional, then for the (constrained) 
optimization problem 
(P> a = j:f h(y), (0.1) 
U(Y)<0 
the surrogate dual problem to (P) is, by definition ([6, 12, 7]), the 
optimization problem 
(Q> P= SUP A(@>; A(@)= inf h(y) (0 < @ E x*>, (0.2) 
O<OEX^ YEF 
O(U(Y))CO 
where X* denotes the set of all continuous linear functionals on X; the 
number p is called the value of (Q) and any a0 with 0 Q a0 E X*, such that 
/I = sup A(@,), is called a solution of (Q). Thus, p is the supremum of the 
values 0~~ of the “surrogate optimization problems” 
(Pe) a*= inf h(y) YEF 
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obtained from problem (0.1) by replacing the initial constraints set 
~v~Flu(~),<Ol by th e “surrogate constraints sets” 
{YEFI @MY)),<01 (0 < @ E x*>. (0.4) 
Furthermore, in [ 121, the usual Lagrangian for problem (P) is replaced by 
thefunctionalL:I:x {@EX*~O<@EX*}+~defined by 
Kh @‘> = h(Y) + x~y’~~,cp~u~y’))(o,(Y) (yEF,O<#EX*); (0.5) 
here xa denotes the indicator functional of the set A (i.e., xA(y) = 0 if y E A 
andXa(Y)=tco ify$A). 
On the other hand, for a given optimization problem 
a = inf h(G) = m& h(y), (O-6) 
where G is a subset of a locally convex space F and h: F + I?, in [31,33 ] 
there have been considered “dual problems” (see [31, Remark 2.61) of the 
form 
(Q> p = sup n(w); n(Y) = ,l14fV h(y) (YE w, (0.7) 
where W = W, is a family of real-valued functionals on F and where, for 
each YE W, A, = A,,, c F (for example, a half-space or a strip containing 
G, defined with the aid of ‘u>. In [31, remark 1.3b], it has been observed that 
(0.7) may be regarded as surrogate dual problems to (P). Clearly, if 
G = ( y E F / u(v) < 0}, then the primal problems (0.1) and (0.6) coincide 
and, when X= F, the dual problem (0.2) may be regarded as a particular 
case of (0.7), by taking, e.g., W= { @ E X* 10 < @} and 
A, = { y E X) @(u(y)) < 0} (@ E IV); when Xf F, the functionals A in the 
dual optimization problems (0.2), (0.7) are defined on different sets, but one 
can replace (0.2) by a problem of type (0.7) to obtain the same value for /3, 
namely, [33], one can take (0.7) with W= {u*(G) 1 O< @ EX*} (the 
u*(@)‘s are convex functionals on F) and A,.co, = {y E F 1 u*(@)(y) ,< 0) 
(u*(Q) E IV), which are well defined. However, in the present paper we shall 
use an approach of the first type, defining the surrogate dual of any 
minimization problem on F as the problem of maximization of a suitable 
functional J on X*, where X is a “perturbation space” (the 1 of (0.2) can be 
extended by A(@) = -co if 0 4 @ E X*, which does not changeb). 
Greenberg and Pierskalla [ 81, with the aim of studying quasi-convex 
optimization problems, have developed a theory of “quasi-conjugate” 
functionals and have stated [ 8, 9 I] that “whereas conjugates provide a basis 
for Lagrangian duality” (i.e., convex duality, in the terminilogy of [2]), 
“quasi-conjugates provide a basis for surrogate duality.” Among other 
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results, they have observed [8, $41 that, considering the primal functional 
associated to problem (0. l), defined (see, e.g., [ 131) by 
f(x) = Ei h(Y) (x E X), (03) 
U(Y)<X 
the value p of (0.2) is equal to the “normalized second quasi-conjugate off 
at 0” and that, under suitable assumptions, each solution Q0 of (0.2) (i.e., in 
the terminology of [ 121, each “multiplier”) belongs to the “quasi- 
subdifferential off at 0.” 
Crouzeix, attempting “to construct a theory of quasi-convex duality 
analogous to that of convex duality” [2, Chap. III, 9 11, has defined the 
“quasi-convex dual problem” of an optimization problem (0.6) with G = F, 
with respect to a perturbation functional 9: F x X --) E (where X is another 
locally convex space), satisfying h(y) = o(y, 0) for all y E F, as the problem 
of maximizing over X* the “first quasi-conjugate at x = 0” of the usual 
primal functional 
f(x) = 2; cp(YY x> (x E Xl; (0.9) 
among other results, he has shown [2, Chap. III, $0 l-21 that the above- 
mentioned properties of the value /I and of the solutions @,, of (0.2) remain 
valid in this case and that, for problem (0.1) with F = R”, X = R” and the 
perturbation functional which yields the primal functional (0.8), the quasi- 
convex dual problem reduces to the surrogate dual problem (0.2). Following 
[30], we shall use here, instead of “quasi-convex dual,” the term quasi-dual. 
As an alternative to the Greenberg-Pierskalla v-quasi-conjugates f ,’ off 
[S], defined with the aid of closed half-spaces, we have introduced in [30] 
the “v-pseudo-conjugates” f; off, defined with the aid of closed hyperplanes 
and we have developed a corresponding theory of pseudo-duality, with 
applications to optimization problems. In particular, we have defined in [30], 
similarly to the above, the concept of a pseudo-dual problem and we have 
shown that for (0.1) and the perturbation functional yielding (0.8), it reduces 
again to the surrogate dual problem (0.2). Therefore, in the sequel we shall 
use a more general terminology, namely, by surrogate dual problem to a 
primal optimization problem (0.6) with G = F, embedded into a given family 
of perturbed optimization problems, we shall mean here any quasi-dual or 
any pseudo-dual problem to the primal problem with respect to the given 
embedding (the precise definition will be recalled in Section 1.1). 
In the present paper we shall give, for surrogate dual (i.e., quasi-dual and 
pseudo-dual) problems and for “surrogate Lagrangians” which we shall 
introduce in this general framework, some new results, in parallel, whenever 
possible, with (mostly known) results on usual (convex) dual problems and 
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Lagrangians. Some of our unified proofs will be simpler even for the usual 
dual problems and Lagrangians than the known ones. Also, we shall 
compute the surrogate dual problems and surrogate Lagrangians for various 
optimization problems. Among other results, it will turn out that surrogate 
dual problems also encompass, as particular cases, some dual problems of 
type (0.7), namely, quasi-dual problems yield those in which the sets A,,, are 
half-spaces (closed or open) determined by Y, containing G, while pseudo- 
dual problems yield those in which the d,+,‘s are unions of strips determined 
by Y, containing G. Also, for a linear manifold G in a normed linear space F 
and KY) = II YII (YE f’), we shall find an “optimal” perturbation (X, q, x,,) 
for pseudo-duality, i.e., which yields the gap 0. In the sequel, with a few 
exceptions (such as Proposition 3.1 and Remark 3.4), we shall not give 
conditions for the equality a =p for the p’s of the forms occurring in this 
paper, but we shall mention references on such conditions. 
We shall make no convexity assumptions on G or on the level sets of h or 
C+ When not explained otherwise, we shall use the standard notations and 
terminology. Also, we shall adopt the conventions 
-co+co=+co, inf 0 = +co, supa=-00 (0.10) 
and we shall use, without special mention, the canonical identification 
F* x X* E (F x X)* given by 
w @>(Y, x>= KY> + @J(x) (YYEF*,@EX*,yEF,xEX). (0.11) 
1. SURROGATE DUAL PROBLEMS 
1.1. Definition of Surrogate Dual Problems and of Their Solutions, with the 
Aid of a Perturbation Functional 
Let us consider the c’primal”) optimization problem 
(P> a = inf h(F) = ji: h(y), (1.1) 
where F is a (real) locally convex space and h: F -+ Ii = [-CO, +oo ] a 
functional called objective functional. A general method of studying problem 
(P) is to embed it (see [ 15,9]) into a family of (“perturbed”) optimization 
problems 
(Px> inf P(Y, x> 
YEF 
(x E x>, (l-2) 
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where X is a (real) locally convex space and q.: F x X-1 R a functional, 
called perturbation functional, such that for some x0 E X there holds 
h(Y) = V(Y9 x0> (Y E F); 
thus, by (1.1) and (1.3), we can write (P) in the form 
(P) a = Jfi dY, x0). 
(l-3) 
(1.4) 
This embedding permits to define the (convex) dual [15] (see also [9]), 
quasi-dual (see [2, Chap. III] and the references therein) and pseudo-dual 
[ 301 problems to problem (P) (with respect to X, rp and x0), respectively, by 
(Q,> P, = sup 2,(X*); 
(QJ Py= sup n,(X*); 
(Q,> P, = sup L(X*); 
4(@> = ,,+& MY, x> - @(x) + @(%)I 
(@ E XY), (1.5) 
np) = ,,@x dY9 x> (@E X*), (1.6) 
Q(X) > @(X0) 
U@p> = ,E;y;c, V(Y? x> (@ E x*>. (1.7) 
O(X) =@Wo) 
In the present paper, we shall call problems (Q,), (Q,) surrogate dual 
problems to (P). The constraints sets 
{(Y, x) E F x XI Q(x) 2 @(-cdl, (1.8) 
((y,x)EFxXI~(x)=~(x,)}, (l-9) 
occurring in (Q,), (Q,), may be called surrogate constraints sets. The 
numbers a and /3, are called the values of (P) and (Q,) (u = c, y, z), respec- 
tively. Clearly, 
(1.10) 
and hence, for the “duality gap” and “surrogate duality gaps,” we get 
a-P,>a-/IPy>a-~p,>O. 
Any element y, E F such that 
WJ = a3 
(1.11) 
(1.12) 
i.e., such that 
cp(h -4 = J;i cp(y, x0) = a, (1.13) 
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is called a solution of (P), and any functional Qp, E X* belonging to one of 
the sets 
Mu = I@0 E X” I P, = ~,P,)~ cu = c, Y, n) (1.14) 
is called a solution of (Q,), (Q,) or (Q,), respectively. The solutions of (Q,) 
are also called (Lagrange) multipliers and, similarly, we shall call the 
solutions of (Q,), (Q,) quasi-multipliers and pseudo-multipliers, respectively, 
or, using a joint terminology, surrogate multipliers. 
In many cases it will be convenient (see Section 3) to choose the element 
x0 E X of (1.3) to be x,, = 0 and then we shall use for the dual and surrogate 
dual problems the notations 
(Q,“! P: = SUP $!(X*>; npD> = ys$x MY, x> - @(x)1 
(@ E x*>, (1.15) 
(Q;) P;= sup A$X*>; q@> = J$& (ho, x> (@E X*), (1.16) 
@Lx)>0 
(Q”,> P: = SUP J:(x*); A.;(@) = ,,,,~$,J(w) (@E x*>, (1.17) 
respectively. 
Remark 1.1. Problems (1.6) and (1.7) may be regarded as being of type 
(0.7) for (P) written in the form a = infiE,,,.O, q(z) (see (1.4)), by taking 
W = (F X X)*, n(Y, @) = infi.+, o, q(z), where A(,,,, = ((y, x) E F X X 1 
@(x> > @(Xo)lr respectively do,,, = {(~,x)EFxXI@(X)=@(X,)) and 
A (v,o)=O if YEF*\{O), @EX*. 
Let us recall that for any f: X-c R and v E R, the (first) surrogate v- 
conjugates off, namely, the (first) v-quasi-conjugate off and the (first) v- 
pseudo-conjugate off are (see [S; 30, 5 11) the functionals on X*, with values 
in i?, defined respectively by 
fK@>=v- f:f; f(x) (@ E x*>, (1.18) 
@(X)>U 
fix@)= v- ;:; f(x) (@ E x*1, (1.19) 
and that for the (usual convex) conjugate 
f’(Q) = SUP(@ -f)(X) = yJJ I@&) -f (x)1 (@ E x*> (1.20) 
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off we have (see [8, Theorem l(i), (ii); 30, Proposition 2.11) 
(1.21) 
(1.22) 
Furthermore, for any f: X + I? and x,, E X, the (first) conjugate off at x0 
and the (first) surrogate conjugates off at x0, namely, the (first) quasi- 
conjugate off at x,, and the first pseudo-conjugate off at x,, are (see [2, 
Chap. II; 30, $21) the functionals on X*, with values in R, defined respec- 
tively by 
s,(@;f, x0> = @(x0) -.I-‘(@) = f%f; {f(x) - @TX> + @c%)~ 
(@ E I*), (1.23) 
4,m.L +I> = @(x0) -f&*,,W = jsf; f (x> (CD E X*), (1.24) 
O(X) > 0(X,) 
4,(@;.L x0> = @(xcJ -f&x,,(@) = 2; f (x> (@ E x*>. (1.25) 
@D(X) = cp(x,) 
Returning now to the optimization problem (P), we prove 
THEOREM 1.1. For (P), X, rp and x,, as in (1.1~(1.3) and anyy, E F, we 
have 
whence 
<e,> B, = pi* 9,wA @h v3 (Yo, xl-l)) cU=c,y,n), (1.27) 
Proof: For any (‘Y, @) E F* X X* r (F X X)* (see Section 0) we have 
s,(W @)i % (Yw x0)> = ,,$;,, MY, xl - (K @P)(YY x> + (K @)(Y,P x,)1 
= ycp~EX l&h xl - w> - @(x> + Kh) + @(43)1~ 
(1.29) 
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9,wK @>I; % (Y,, x0)) = inf YEFJEX V(Y, xl 
(Y,a)(Y,x)~(Y,9)(Y,.x,) 
= inf 
YEF,XEX P(YT XL 
(1.30) 
Y(Y)+~(x)ZYY(Y”)+~(x,) 
whence, taking Y = 0, we obtain (1.26), and hence (1.27), (1.28), for 
,D = c, y. The proof for ,u = rz is similar. 
Remark 1.2. (a) For the case when x, = 0, the part ,u = c of (1.27), 
with y, = 0, can be found, e.g., in [5, Chap. III, $11 and the part ,u = y, with 
arbitrary y0 E F, in [2, p. 621. 
(b) It is known that, for any f: X-+R, qr(.;S,x,) is concave and 
q,(.;f, x0) is quasi-concave (see [2, Chap. II, Proposition 6c]), but for 
q,(.;f, x,,) the situation is different (see [30, Theorem 2.31). Nevertheless, 
e.g., in [21, <Q,> and <QJ are called respectively the “convex” and the 
“quasi-convex” dual of (P) since by Theorem 1.1 they are expressed with the 
aid of rpc and pl: (see also Theorem 1.3 below). 
(c) For each concept of “conjugate q(@;f, x,,) of a functionalf: X + R 
at a point x0 E R’ one can define a dual problem of (P) with respect to X, a, 
and x0, replacing q, by q in (1.27). For example, Crouzeix [2] has 
introduced a new concept of q(@;f, x,), but he has shown that for problem 
(0.1) with a natural perturbation (see Remark 3.7 below) and x,, = 0, the 
dual problem obtained in this way does not reduce to the surrogate dual 
problem (0.2). 
1.2. Characterizations of Pairs of Solutions of the Primal and Surrogate 
Dual Problems with the Aid of the Perturbation Functional 
Let us recall that for any f: X+ R, the second conjugate off and the 
normalized second surrogate conjugates off, namely, the normalized second 
quasi-conjugate off and the normalized second pseudo-conjugate off are (see 
[ 8, Theorem 2(i); 30, Theorem 3.1 I), respectively, the functionals 
f”(x) = isi* q,(@P;f, x) = ii!* k; if(z) - Q(z) + @(x)1 
(XEX), (1.31) 
fV(x)= SUP qy(@;f,x)= SUP ff; f(z) (x E X), (1.32) 
@EX* @EX’ 
Wz) > O(X) 
f”“(x) = sup q,(@; f, x) = sup (x E X). (1.33) 
cgcx* aasx* 2; f(z) 
~(z)=cp(x) 
Also, we recall that for anyf: X-+ ii and x,, E X, the subdtfirential off at 
x,, and the surrogate subdtflerentials of f at x,,, namely, the quasi- 
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subdrrerential off at x,, and the pseudo-subdQjGerentia1 off at x,, are (see [ 8; 
34; 30, $41) the subsets of X* defined by 
W(xo)= {@II Ex* If(%>=4c(@oLLxo)l 
= {@,EX" Ifh) = f:f UP) - @o(x) + @&0)11~ (1.34) 
W%) = I@0 EX" Ifkl> =s~@o~f,xo)l 
= {@,EX* If(x,)= f4f f(x>l, 
@O(X) > 00(X0) 
anf (&3) = {@cl E X” If (%I) = %A@0 if, %)I 





THEOREM 1.2. Let (P), X, rp and x0 be as in 1.1 and let ,u = c or ,u = y or 
,u = n. For (y,,, @J E F x X* the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) a=/IU, y, is a solution of(P) and QoEM,. 
(2) rp(~~~x~)=~~~(~~~x~)=P, and @&M,. 
(3) We have 
rp(Y,, XII) = 4,m @oh cp, (Yo, XII))* (1.37) 
(4) We have 
(0, @cl> E w4Y0, x0>* 
Proof. (1)o (3). By (1.4), (1.10) and (1.27) we have 
(1.38) 
= sup 4,((0, @); (P, (Yo, x0)) > q,((O, @II); % (Yo, x0)), (1.39) 
QEX’ 
whence, by (1.13) and (1.28), the equivalence (1) o (3) follows. 
(2)o (3). By (1.31)-(1.33) applied to cp and by (1.27) we have 
dYo9 -%I) 2 rp’YYo9 x0) = (~ *;i;*xx* q,((y: @I; % (Yo, x0)) 
a sup q,((O, @); % (Y,, 4) =P, > 4,(K4 @cl); % (Y,, x,)), (1.40) 
uJex* 
whence, by (1.28), the equivalence (2) o (3) follows. 
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(3)~ (4). By (1.34~(1.36) applied to p, we have 
apqy,, x0>= {(K @)EF” x x*1 v Y,,-qJ=9u((y: @>;cp, (4’0~~0))~~ ( (1.41) 
whence the equivalence (3) cr (4) follows. 
Remark 1.3. For the case when x0 = 0, the part ,D = c of (1) e (3) u (4) 
can be found, e.g., in [5, Chap. III, Proposition 2.41. 
1.3. Expression of Surrogate Dual Problems and Characterizations of Their 
Solutions with the Aid of the Primal Functional 
We recall that, for the optimization problem (P), perturbed by a functional 
~1: F x X-+ R satisfying (1.3) for some x0 E X, the associated primal 
functional f: X + F is defined by 
f(~)=j~~cpbv) (x E X). (1.42) 
It is known that if ~1 is convex or quasi-convex, then so is, respectively, f 
(see [5, Chap. III, Lemma 2.1 and Remark 2.1; 2, Chap. III, 
Proposition 3a]). 
By (1.4) and (1.42), we can write the value a of (P) in the form 
a =f(&J; (1.43) 
note that the problem of minimizing f on the singleton {x0} has the same 
value a, but its only solution is x0. 
Remark 1.4. Problems (1.6) and (1.7) may be regarded as being of type 
(0.7), for (P) written in the form a = inff({x,}), by taking W= X*, 
A(@) = inf,,,*f (x), where A, = {x E X 1 Q(x) > @(x0)}, respectively 
A, = {x E X / Q(x) = @(x0)} (@ E X*). 
THEOREM 1.3. For (P), X, 9, x0 and f as in 1.1 and (1.42), we have 
&(@> = q,(@;f, x0> (@ E X”, P = c, Y, n), (1.44) 
whence 
<Q,> P, = ;y:* 4,PLAxo)=fuw'(Xo) ti=c,y,n), (1.45) 
M, = {@a E X” lf”“(XJ = qL1(@o ;.L x0>} = auf ““kJ> 
(u = c, y, n). (1.46) 
ProoJ Writing (1.31~(1.33) for x = x0 and f defined by (1.42) and 
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taking into account (1.5 )-( 1.7), we obtain (1.44), (1.45), whence also the 
first part of (1.46). On the other hand, by (1.34~(1.36) and (1.23)-(1.25), 
aybw(X,) = I@, E X” If”“(x0) = q,(@o ;fU”, x(J)} 
= {@Jo E X” If”(x,) = @0(x0) -fCCC(@O)} for p = c 
= PO E X* If”“@,) = @o(xo) - (f”%,~,,,Po)l for P = Y, x. 
(1.47) 
Hence, since f cc’ =fc (see, e.g., [5, Chap. I, Corollary 4.11) and 
(fU%,~Xo~ =f&(x,) for p = y, rc (see [8, Theorem 3; 30, Theorem 3.3]), we 
obtain the second part of (1.46). 
Remark 1.5. (a) In the case when x0 = 0, the part lu = c of (1.45) can 
be found, e.g., in [5, Chap. II, $21 and the part p= y in [2, Chap. III, 
Proposition 4b]). For arbitrary x0, the part ,u = 7c of (1.45) has been given in 
[30, $5, formulae (5.5), (5.7)]. In the case when x0 = 0, the parts p = c and 
,u = y of the equality It4, = ?f”‘(x,) can be found, with different proofs, in 
15, Chap. III, Lemma 2.4; 2, Chap. III, Proposition la]. For problem (0.1) 
withf defined by (0.8), a related characterization of aYfw(x,) has been given 
in (8, $41. 
(b) BY (1.23)-(1.25), f'=f"' and f&,, = (f"~)$,cxo, (@ EX*, 
p = y, 7r) (see the above proof of Theorem 1.3), we have 
s,P;f, x0) = q,(@;f”“, x0) (@ E x*, ,u = c, Y, 7r); 
hence, iff(x,) =fUU(x,), then, by (1.34~(1.36), 
(1.48) 
Pf(x,) = iYf”“(Xo) 01 = c, Y, x). (1.49) 
For ,u = y, (1.48) and the latter implication can be found, with different 
proofs, in [2, Chap. II, Propositions 6(d) and 13(d)]. 
(c) From Theorems 1.3 and 1.1 it follows that 
s,eR.L x0> = 4,((0, @I; (PT (Yo, x0>) (@ E x*,/l = c, y, ?r)* (1.50) 
Alternatively, (1.50) also follows directly, replacing (1.42) in 
(1.23)-(1.25). Then, from (1.50) and Theorem 1.1, there follows again 
Theorem 1.3. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let (P), X, rp, x, and f be as in Theorem 1.3. 
(i) If f is conuex and continuous at x,, and f (x,,) > inff (X), then 
M,= u PM,. (1.51) 
P>O 
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(ii) If f w= f Rz, e.g., if all SfCx, = {x’ E X 1 f(x’) <f(x)} (x E X) are 
X*-connected in the sense of [ 30, 3 1 ] (i.e., @(S,,,,) c R is connected for each 
@ E X*, x E X), then 
M,=M,U-M,. (1.52) 
Proof. (i) Since f is convex and continuous at x0, we have f (x0) = 
f W(xO) = f CC(X,,)r whence (1.49) for p = c, y. Hence, by Theorem 1.3 and a 
well-known result (see 134, Theorem 1; 2, Chap. II, Proposition 14]), it 
follows that under the assumptions of (i) we have 
My = ayyx,) = dYf(xo) = (J pa’f (x0) = u @f cc(x,) = tJ pM,. 
P>O P>O P>O 
(ii) Assume that f W=f nR (by [30, Theorem 3.21, this is certainly 
satisfied if all Srcx, are X*-connected). Then, since f W is quasi-convex (see 
[8, Theorem 2]), from Theorem 1.3 and [30, Theorem 4.11 it follows that 
M, = a=f ““(x0) = ayyx,) u +p(x,) = M&J -M, . 
Remark 1.6. Let us also note that 
y’ = PM, @ > 013 (1.53) 
M, = PM, @ # 0). (1.54) 
Indeed, this follows from Theorem 1.3 since by (1.34)-( 1.36) we have, for 
anyf: X-+R, 
mxo) = P8YXo) @ > 013 (1.55) 
?I-(x0) = PTf (x0) @ f Oh (1.56) 
but it follows also directly from (1.14), observing that 
qP@) = q@P) (@ EX*,P > O), (1.57) 
UP@) = U@> (@ E X”, p # 0). (1.58) 
THEOREM 1.4. Let (P), X, p, x0 and f be as in Section 1.1 and (1.42) 
and let p = c or p = y or p = z 
(i) We have 
w-(x,) = M, * (1.59) 
(ii) Ifcz=/3,,, then 
Mu = auf (x0). (1.60) 
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Conversely, if (1.60) holds and M, # 0, then a = p, . 
(iii) For Qi, E X* the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) “=/I, and @,EM,. 
(2) We have 
@cl E a”f(xo>. (1.61) 
ProoJ By (1.43), (1.10) and (1.45) we have 
f(x,> = a 2 P, =f”‘(xJ > 4JQio if, -4 (@,, E X*, iu = c, Y, ~1, (1.62) 
whence, by (1.46) and (1.34)-(1.36), we obtain (i)-(iii). 
Remark 1.7. (a) The part p = y of (1.59), for problem (0.1) with f 
defined by (0.8), can be found in [8, $41. The part p = y of the implication 
a =p, 3 (1.60), for x, = 0, and the part p = rc, for arbitrary x0, have been 
given in [2, Chap. III, Proposition lb; 30, $51, respectively. The part p = c of 
Theorem 1.4(iii), with x0 = 0, can be found, e.g., in [ 16, Theorem 161. 
(b) The implication a = p, 3 (1.60) can be also deduced from 
Theorem 1.3. Indeed, if a =/I,, then, by (1.43) and (1.45), f(x,) =f”“(x,), 
whence, by Remark 1.5(b), we have (1.49), which by (1.46) yields (1.60). 
2. SURROGATE LAGRANGIANS 
2.1. Definition of Surrogate Lagrangians with the Aid of a Perturbation 
Functional 
DEFINITION 2.1. For (P), X, rp and x,, as in Section 1.1, the Lagrangian, 
the quasi-Lagrangian and the pseudo-Lagrangian of problem (P) (with 
respect to X, rp and x,,) are the functionals on F x X”, with values in E, 
defined respectively by 
L,(Y, @; xo> = 2; {P(Y, x) - a(x) + @(x,,)} (YE F, @ E X*), (2.1) 
L,(Y, @; “4 = inf 
XfZX 
Y(Y, x> (y E F, @ E X*), (2.2) 
WX)>uJ(X,) 
L,(Y, @; x0) = inf 
XEX 
fP(Y, x> (y E F, @ E X*). (2.3) 
O(X) = @(X0) 
Using a joint terminology, L, and L, will be called surrogate Lagrangians 
of problem (P) (with respect to X, (o and x,,). In the particular case when 
x,, = 0, we shall use the notations 
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L,O(Y, @)> = LAY, @; 0) = Ef; {v(y, x) - @p(x)} (y E F, @ E X*), (2.4) 
qxY5 @)> = L,(Y, @; 0) = f!f; p(y, x) (Y E F, @ E x*), (2.5) 
Q(X)>0 
Remark 2.1. LE is the usual Lagrangian (see, e.g., [S, Chap. III, 
Definition 3.11). For an arbitrary x,, E X, L,(y, @p; x0) has been considered 
in [29]. Let us also mention that the term “quasi-Lagrangian” of 
Definition 2.1 should not be confused with that of [24], where it has been 
used in a different sense. 
For any functional p: F x Xx --t R one can define two families of partial 
jiinctionals q,,:X+R (YEF) and p,,:F+R (xEX), by 
fPJ-4 = P,(Y) = rp(Y? x> (yEF,xEX). (2.7) 
THEOREM 2.1. For (P), A’, a, and x0 as in Section 1.1, we have 
L,(YT @; x0> = q,(@P; Py, x0) (y E F, @ E X*, ,u = c, y, n). (2.8) 
Proof: Writing (1.23) (1.25) for f = vY and taking into account 
(2.1)-(2.3), we obtain respectively (2.8) for ,U = c, y, rc. 
Remark 2.2. (a) For the case when x0 = 0, the part p = c of 
Theorem 2.1 can be found, e.g., in [5, Chap. III, $31. 
(b) From Theorem 2.1 it follows that, for each y E F, the partial 
functional L,(y, .; x0) is concave and upper semi-continuous on X* (see [5, 
Chap. III, Lemma 3.11) and LJy, . ; x0) is quasi-concave on X*. Also, 
similarly to the remark made after (1.42), one can show that if ~1 is convex 
or quasi-convex, then, for each @ E X*, the partial functionals L,(-, @; x0) 
and L,(., @; x0) are convex on F (see [5, Chap. III, Lemma 3.11) and quasi- 
convex on F, respectively. 
If (P), X, q and x0 are as in Theorem 1.1, then by (2.7), (1.31) and (2. l), 
there holds 
V(Y7 x> = P,(X) > @xx) = w* I’$ MY, z) - Q(z) + @P(x)) 
= ;w& W,(Y, @; x0> + Q(x) - @(x0)) (yEF,xEE); (2.9) * 
consequently, we have 
Py = vf (Y EF) (2.10) 
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if and only if 
Pb’, x> = we {L,(Y, @; x,,) + Q(x) - @(xd} (y E F, x E X). (2.11) 
For the case when x0 = 0, the implication (2.10) S- (2.11) can be found, 
e.g., in [5, Chap. III, 431. On the other hand, for ,u = y and ,u = rr we know 
only that 
> sup inf rp(YY z> = sup 
@EX’ ZEX @PEX’ 
Ly(Y, @; x0> 
O(X) > 0(x,) O(z) > cpcc~) @Lr) > 0(X,) 
(yEF,xEX), (2.12) 
rp(YY x) > sup LAY, @P; x0> (yEF,xEX). (2.13) 
UJEX’ 
@(x)=oLr,) 
Nevertheless, one can give a result of the above type simultaneously for 
,U = c, y, TT, provided that we consider slightly more general Lagrangians and 
surrogate Lagrangians, namely, the functionals on F x X* x X, with values 
in R, defined by 
~~(Y,~;x)=~~~{~(y,z)-~(z)+~(x)} (yEF,@EX*,xEX), (2.14) 
qY, @; x) = ftf; P(Y7 z> (y E F, @ E X*, x E X), (2.15) 
@(Z)>@(X) 
-my, @; x> = inf 
ZEX 
V(YT z) (y E F, @ E X*, x E X). (2.16) 
*(r)=@(x) 
Remark 2.3. (a) For x0 satisfying (1.3), we have 
q(Y? @; x0> = L,(Y, @; x0) (yEF,@EX*,p=cc,y,x), (2.17) 
WY, @; x) = L,(y, @; XJ + @J(x) - @(x(J) 
(~EF,@EX*,XEX). (2.18) 
(b) As shown by (2.14) (or (2.18)), for each fixed y E F and Qi E X*, 
$(y, 0; .) is an affine functional on X, of the form @ + C,,,. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (P), X, v, and x0 be as in Section 1.1. 
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(i) There holds 
(Q, x) > QgY, @P; x> > qy, @; x) > -q(Y, @; x.) 
(yEF,xEX,@EX*), (2.19) 
@y-g = sup -q,(Y, @; x> (y E F, x E X,,u = c, y, 7~). (2.20) 
OEX’ 
(ii) Consequently, for ,u = c or p = y or ,u = 71 we have 
v)y = coy (Y EF) (2.21) 
if and only if 
(o(y,x)= SUP QgY, @ix) 
UJEX- 
(y E F, x E X). (2.22) 
Proof: (i) Formula (2.19) is obvious, by (2.14~(2.16). Furthermore, 
writing (1.23)-(1.25) for f = (Do and taking into account (2.14)-(2.16), we 
obtain 
qv, @; x> = 9,(@; vy, xl (y~F,F,Q,X*,xEx,~=cc,y,~c), (2.23) 
an extension of Theorem 2.1. Hence, by (1.3 l)-( 1.33), 
@Y'(x)= SUP q,,(@;f&,x)= SUP Y,(Y, @ix> (yEF,xxEp=cc,y, n), 
CPPXY’ UJEX* 
so (2.20) holds. Finally, from (i) there follows (ii), which completes the 
proof. Note that (2.20) for ,U = c also follows from (2.9) and (2.18). 
2.2. Expression of Surrogate Dual Problems and the Primal Problem and of 
Their Solutions, with the Aid of Surrogate Lagrangians 
THEOREM 2.3. (i) For (P), X, ~1 and x,, as in Section 1.1, we have 
&(@) = j;; LJY, @; x0) (@ E X”, P = c, Y, 711, (2.24) 
(h = c, y, n), (2.25) 
(u = c, y, n). (2.26) 
(ii) For Q0 E X* the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) a=P, and @,EM,. 
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(2) We have 
a = j$ L,(Y, @o ; x0>. (2.27) 
Proof. (i) By (2.1)-(2.3) and (lSt(1.7) we have (2.24), whence (2.25) 
and (2.26). 
(ii) By (1.10) and (2.25) we have 
a 2 P, = iv* k; L,(Y, @; x0) 2 Ef L,(Y, @II ; 4 (2.28) 
whence the equivalence (1) o (2) follows, using (2.26). 
Remark 2.4. (a) From Theorems 2.3(i) and 1.1, for any y, E F we 
have 
inf L,(Y, @; x0> = 4,((0, @I; P, (yo, x0>> YCF (aJ E X”, ,u = c, y, n). 
(2.29) 
Alternatively, (2.29) also follows directly from (2.1~(2.3) and 
(1.23)-(1.25). 
(b) For the case when x,, = 0, the part ,D = c of (2.29), (2.25) can be 
found, e.g., in [5, Chap. III] and the part ,U = c of Theorem 2.3(ii) in [ 16, 
Theorem 161. 
Remark 2.5. Actually, (2.25) contains the functional I, of problem (Q,) 
only implicitly, i.e., (2.25) is a condensed way of writing the optimization 
problems 
(Q,) P, = sup &(x*>; &(@) = 2% L,(y, @; x0) (@ E X*, P = c, Y, n>. 
(2.30) 
Throughout the sequel., we shall use such a condensed way of writing, 
both for (P) andfor (Q,); this will lead to no confusion (of an optimization 
problem with its value). 
THEOREM 2.4. Let (P), X, cp, x0 and ‘p,, be as in 
(i) There holds 
0) 2 UY, @; xc,) 2 LAY, @; x,,) a L,( y, @; x0> 
vp:"(xo)= SUP L,(Y, @;x,) 
@EX” 
409/98/I-4 
Sections 1.1 and 2.1. 
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(ii) Consequently, we have 
v,c%> = ~~%,) CY E F) (2.33) 
h(y) = SUP &(y, Q; x0> (YEF); (2.34) 
CPEX’ 
moreover, in this case 
(P) 
(iii) If (2.33) holds, then for y, E F the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) y, is a solution of(P). 
(2) We have 
sup L,(Y,, @; x0) = ,‘iF ;:; L,(Y, @; x0). 
@EX’ * 
(2.36) 
ProoJ (i) and (ii) follow from Theorem 2.2 for x = x0, using (1.3) and 
(2.17). 
(iii) Since (1) means that h( y,,) = a, the equivalence (1) o (2) follows 
from (ii). 
Remark 2.6. (a) For the case when x0 = 0, the part ,D = c of the 
implications (2.33) - (2.34), (2.35) can be found, e.g., in [5, Chap. III, $31. 
(b) There exist some convenient suffkient conditions in order to have 
(2.33), namely, if a)? is proper and lower semi-continuous at x0, then the 
convexity ofo, implies (2.33) for p = c and the quasi-convexity of oy implies 
(2.33) for ,U = y and ,D = 71 (see [2, Chap. II, Lemma 3; 30, Corollary 3.1 I). 
2.3. Characterizations of Pairs of Solutions of the Primal and Surrogate 
Dual Problems with the Aid of Surrogate Lagrangians 
For (P), X, (o and x0 as in Section 1.1 and p=c or ,u=y or p=rc, we 
shall say that (yO, @,J E F x X* is a saddle point of L,, if 
L~(yo, @;xo)<L,bb~ @o;Xo)<L,(.Y, @o;xo) (YE F, @ EX*) (2.37) 
or, equivalently, 
SUP L,(Y,~~~x,)=L,(yo.~o;xo)=;‘~~L,cv,cp,;x,). (2.38) beX* 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let (P), X, q, x,, and ‘p,, be as in Sections 1.1 and 2.2 and 
let ,a = c or ,a = y or ,u = z For (y,,, @,J E F x X*, consider the following 
statements: 
(1) a =/IL, y, is a solution of(P) and QO E M,. 
(2) (yO, @,,) is a saddle point of L,. 
We have the implication (1) G- (2) and, if (2.33) holds, then (1) + (2). 
First proof. By (2.31) we have 
hh,) > sup L&o, @; x,) > L,(Y,, @,; ~0) > $&(A @o; x,,) (2.39) 
@EX’ 
and hence the implication (1) G- (2) follows, by using (1.12) and 
Theorem 2.3(ii). Conversely, if (2.33) and (2) hold, then, by Theorem 2.4(ii) 
and (2.38) we have 
0,) = 2; L,(Y, @o ; xd (2.40) 
But, by (1. l), (1.10) and Theorem 2.3(i), 
W,) 2 a > P, > ;‘:f. L,,(Y, @o; xt,), (2.41) 
whence, by (2.40), (1.12) and Theorem 2.3(ii), the implication (2) * (1) 
follows. 
Second proof. By (1.3), (2.31) and (2.29) we have 
dh, x0) = h(YJ > ;s$ * L,(Yo, @; XJ > L,(y,, Qp,; x0) 
> j$ UY, @o; x0) = 4,((09 @oh % (Y,, x0>>, (2.42) 
whence the implication (1) 3 (2) follows, by using Theorem 1.2, implication 
(1) 3 (3). Conversely, if (2.33) holds, then, by Theorem 2.4(ii), we have 
h(y,) = supepX* L,(yO, @; x0) in (2.42) and hence the implication (2) 3 (1) 
follows by using Theorem 1.2, implication (3) * (1). 
Remark 2.7. In the case when x0 = 0 and (2.33) holds, the part ,u = c of 
Theorem 2.5 can be found, e.g., in [5, Chap. III, Proposition 3.11. 
3. SURROGATE LAGRANGIANS AND SURROGATE DUAL PROBLEMS 
FOR CERTAIN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS 
In the sequel we shall obtain the expressions of L, and (Q,) for various 
functionals h and q. For the sake of brevity, we shall continue to use the 
convention made in Remark 2.5. 
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3. I. Constrained Optimization Problems Perturbed by Multifunctions 
Let us consider the primal optimization problem 
(P> a = inf h(G) = inf(h + xG)(F), (3.1) 
where F is a locally convex space, h: F -+ E a functional (the objective 
functional), G a non-empty subset of F, called the constraints set, and 
xG : F + R the indicator functional of the set G (see Section 0). This may be 
regarded as a particular case of problem (1. l), by taking the functional h of 
Sections 1 and 2 to be of the form h + xc and, conversely, (1.1) is the 
particular case G = F of (3.1), so the two problems are equivalent. A general 
method of studying problem (3.1) is to embed it (see [ 10,4]) into a family of 
perturbed constrained optimization problems 
(P*> (x E m, (3.2) 
where X is a locally convex space and E X-r 2F a multifunction (2F denotes 
the collection of all subsets of F, including the empty set a), called pertur- 
bation multifunction (or constraints multifunction), such that for some 
x0 E X there holds 
G = l-(x,). (3.3) 
Thus, by (3.1) and (3.3), we can write (P) in the form 
m a: = inf h(T(x,)). (3.4) 
Remark 3.1. Some authors (see [ 1, 141) write G in the form 
G = { y E F 10 E T(y)) and hence (P), (P,) in the forms 
a = inf yeF,OETtyl h(y) and infyEF,XETcyj h(y), where T:F+ 2’ is a 
multifunction. Let us note that this is nothing else than the particular case 
x,, = 0 of (3.4) for r= T-‘, hence T = r-‘, where, by definition, 
r-‘(y)= {xEXIyEz-(x)} (Y E 3 (3.5) 
in the sequel we shall prefer to work with RX+ 2F and (3.4), since T(x) 
shows more directly the perturbation of the constraints set G. 
As in [28,29], we shall consider for problem (3.1) the perturbation 
functional q: F X X -+ I? induced by (3.2), that is, 
VJ(Y, x> = h(y) + x,w,(Y) (yEF,xEX); (3.6) 
by (3.3), this CJI satisfies (1.3) with h replaced by h + xG. Our aim is to 
express L, and (Q,) @ = c, y, z), with the aid of r. 
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Let us recall that, by definition, 
WI= u T(x) (A c F). (3.7) 
XEA 
THEOREM 3.1. For (P), X, r and x,, as above, we have 
&(Yt @; 43) = h(Y) - sup @(x> + @(xg) (Y E F, CD E X*), (3.8) 
XEr-w 
LXYy @ix& = h(Y) + Xr(~~~x~9(~)>*(~o)~)0 (yEF,@EX*), (3.9) 
Lz(Y~ @; xo> = h(Y) + Xr((XEX,*(X)=~(Xg))f(Y) (YE F, @ EX”) (3.10) 
and hence 
(Q,> PC = w* 2; Ih(Y) - sup @z(x) + @(x0)17 (3.11) 
xer-l(y) 
(QJ P, = sup inf OEX* ypr(lxexlO(x)=cD(x,)l) h(y). (3.13) 
Proof. By (2.1) and (3.6), we have 
LAY, 0; Xo) = zf, {h(Y) •t Xr(x)(Y) - Q(X) t @(Xo)} 
= h(y) + xs$;(y) (-@(x)) + @(x0) (YEF,@Ex*), 
which proves (3.8). 
By (2.2) and (3.6), for any Y E F, @ E X*, we have 
Ly(Y, @; XJ = inf XEX {h(Y) + Xrcx,(Y)} = h(Y) + &f Xr-l(y)(x) 
~W>wxo) WX) > @(X0) 
= 0) if T-'(y)n {xEXI Q(x)> @(x0)} +0 
=+-co if r-‘(y)n{xEX[@(x)>@(x,)}=0. (3.14) 
Let us observe that 
Indeed, we have T-‘(y) n (x E X 1 G(x)) @(x0)} # 0 if and only if there 
exists x E X such that y E T(x), a(x) > @(x,,), which yields (3.15). Hence, 
by (3.14), there follows (3.9). 
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The proof of (3.10) is similar, observing that 
{YE~lr-‘(y)n{xEX(~(x)=~(x,)}#0)=r((xEX/~(x)=~(x*)}). 
(3.16) 
Finally, applying Theorem 2.3(i) to (3.8)-(3.10), we obtain respectively 
(3.1 lt(3.13). Note that (3.9), (3.10) follow also more directly, but (3.15), 
(3.16) give additional geometric interpretations. 
Remark 3.2. The functional (3.8) is nothing else than the Lagrangian for 
problems (3-l), (3.3): introduced by Kurcyusz [lo] (see also (41). Some 
necessary and suffkient conditions for a = PC, with /I, as in (3.11) and (3.11) 
with sup related by max have been given in [4, lo] (see [4, Theorem 7.91). 
Actually, in [4, lo], X* is replaced by family jr of (real-valued) functionals 
on X, but here we restrict ourselves to X*. The part p = c of Theorem 3.1 
has been proved in [29, Theorem 11. The perturbation functional (3.6) has 
been also used in [28, $21. The left-hand side of (3.16) occurs in [ 261. 
Our next theorem expresses L, and (Q,) @ = y, n), with the aid of r. in a 
different form, related to the results of [ 26 1. 
THEOREM 3.2. For (P), X, r and x0 as above, we have 
and, if all T-‘(y) (y E F) are weakly compact, then 
L,(Y, @; -4 = h(y) +x ,Y’EFie(x,)4s”p~,r-I(Y’)),(Y) (y E F, @ E X*). (3.19) 
Consequently, 
<Q,> P, = iv* min inf h(y), inf 
YE.= YEF 
wX(dEQ)u-‘(Y)) @(x(J<SUPQ~r-‘(Y)) 
(QJ 8, = w* inf YEF h(y) (3.2 1) 
wXO)E@(r-vY)) 
and, if all r-‘(y) (y E F) are weakly compact, then 
<Q,> h= ii:* inf 
YEJ= 
h(y)- (3.22) 
@(Xl)) < suP@(r-‘(Y)) 
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Proof Let us first show that 
Q{x E XI @P(x) = @(xdl) = {Y E F I @(xo) E W-‘Wh (3.23) 
r(ixEXI @z(x) > @(xdl)= (YEFI Wo) <SUP W-'(Y))/ (3.24) 
and hence, if all l’-‘(y) (y E F) are weakly compact, then 
Q{xEXI @'(xl> @h)l)= (YEFI '%J<suP @(~-'W}. (3.25) 
Indeed, if x E X, Q(x) = @(x,,), y E T(x), then @(x,) = G(x) E @(T-‘(y)). 
Conversely, if y E F, @(x0) = Q(x), x E r- l(y), then y E T(x), which proves 
(3.23). The proof of (3.24) is similar, replacing @(x,,) = G(x) and 
Q(x) E @(T-‘(y)) by @(x0) < a(x) and @p(x) < sup @(T-‘(y)), respec- 
tively, and, in the converse part, taking x E r-‘(y) with @(x0) < Q(X). 
Finally, if all r-’ (y) (y E F) are weakly compact, then, for each y E F and 
@ E Xx, sup @(T-‘(y)) E @(T-*(y)), whence 
{YEFI @P(x,,>E W--‘(YWJ IYEFI @Cd < sup @(r-W)1 
= {YEFI@(x,)< SUP @(T-1(~))l. (3.26) 
For, the inclusion c in (3.26) is obvious. Conversely, if y E F, @(x0) < 
sup @(T-‘(y)) = @(x’), where x’ E r-‘(y), then either @(x0) < 
sup @(r-‘(y)) or @(x0) = sup @(T-‘(y)) = @(x’) E @(T-‘(y)), which 
proves (3.26). But, (3.26), (3.23) and (3.24) imply (3.25). 
Now, from (3.23), (3.24), x,., vB = mink,, ,x,J and Theorem 3.1 there 
follow (3.18), (3.17) and, if all T-‘(y) (y E F) are weakly compact, from 
(3.25) and Theorem 3.1 there follows (3.19). By Theorem 2.3(i), these imply, 
respectively, (3.21), (3.20) and, if all T-‘(y) (y E F) are weakly compact, 
also (3.22), which completes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
Remark 3.3. Formulae (3.23) and (3.21) have been shown respectively 
in (26, formula (3.4); 30, formula (5.19)] an some sufficient conditions for d 
a=P,, with /I, as in (3.21) and (3.21) with sup replaced by max, have been 
given in [26, 281, without using the surrogate Lagrangian L,. 
Combining the results of Section 2 with Theorem 3.1 or 3.2, one obtains 
results on problems (3.1), (3.2). Leaving them to the reader, we give here 
only the following proposition on condition (2.33): 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let (P), X, r and x, be as above and define 
p:F x X+ E by (3.6). 
(i) We have (2.33) zf and only if 
xr-l&0) ‘X;t”lCy,(XO) (Y E F). (3.27) 
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(ii) We have (2.33) with p = y if and only if for each y E F with 
x0 65 r-‘(y) there exists @ E X* such that 
@(x’) < @W (x’ E r- ‘( y)). (3.28) 
(iii) We have (2.33) with ,a = 7-c if and only if for each y E F with 
x, G?G T-‘(y) there exists @ E X* such that 
w> f @(x0) (x’ E r-l(y)). (3.29) 
Proof: (i) By (2.7) and (3.6) we have 
q,(x) = h(y) +x,-(x,(~) = 41’) + Xr-dx) (yEF,xEX), (3.30) 
whence 
&W) = h(y) +x&q (x> (YEFTXEX), (3.3 1) 
which implies (i). 
(ii) By (1.32), we have 
x~~10&0) = sup inf 
XEX 
Kr-l(&) = sup 
eex* cPEX’ 
j;; Xrcx,(Y) 
@Lx) >SW,) cp(x) >WX*) 
= sup Xr(lxex,O(x)>*(Xg),)(y) 
QEX* 
= Xn*,.r(IxPx,cP(x)>~(x,)l)(Y) (Y E F); (3.32) 
note that, alternatively, by (3.31) and Theorems U(i) and 3.1, we have 
= sup {h(y) +~r(,xax,~P(r)>cp(x,,,)(~)} @EX’ 
(Y E F), (3.33) 
which yields again (3.32). Hence, by (i) and x~-,~,,,(x~) = x~~~~(.Y) (y E F), 
we have (2.33) with ,K = y if and only if 
ml) = n T(b E x I W) 2 @(%)I). (3.34) 
cPczx* 
But, since the inclusion c in (3.34) is obvious, we have (3.34) if and only 
if for each y 66 T(x,) there exists @ E X* satisfying (3.28). 
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(iii) The proof is similar, by showing that 
XZ(,,(XJ = sup X *Ex’ r(,xExlcp(x)=,,,o,,,(y) 
= Xno~*r(lxeX,ID(x)=.(,,,,,Cv> (Y E F)* P-35) 
Remark 3.4. (a) The above proof of Proposition 3.1(i) shows that we 
have (2.21) if and only if, for all y E F, 
Xr-l(y) =X?q)~j- (3.36) 
Let us mention that, when ~r-,~~) is proper, or equivalently, T-‘(y) # 0 
(for some y E F), we have (3.36) with ,u = c if and only if x~-,(,,) is convex 
and lower semi-continuous, or equivalently, l+‘(y) is convex and closed. 
Hence, when all x~-,(~) (JJ E F) are proper, or equivalently, 
,‘E? J-(x) = Fy (3.37) 
we have (2.10) (for (o defined by (3.6)) if and only if all T-‘(y) (y E F) are 
convex and closed. 
(b) Using (3.32), (3.35) and (3.23), (3.24), or, alternatively, (3.31) 
and Theorems 2.4(i) and 3.2, it follows that, for each y E F, 
x~~Q&J =Xly’EF(*(XO)E6(r-l(y’)) w*,,(Y) (3.39) 
and, if all r-‘(y) (y E F) are weakly compact, 
Replacing these values of x;!!,~,,(x,) in condition (3.27), we again obtain 
Proposition 3.l(ii, iii) since @(x0) 6S @(T-‘(y)) is nothing else than (3.29) 
and sup @(r-‘(y)) < @(x,,) is equivalent to 
Qw) d @(x0) (x’ E r-‘(y)). (3.41) 
Furthermore, in this way we obtain that, when all T-‘(y) (y E F) are 
weakly compact, we have (2.33) with p = y if and only iffor each y E F with 
x0 E T-‘(y) there exists 0 E X* satisfying sup @(T-‘(y)) < @(x0); alter- 
natively, this follows also via (3.28), using that, by weak compactness, 
sup W--~(Y)) E @(WY)). 
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(c) Let us mention that Proposition 3.l(ii, iii) can be also deduced 
from the results of 131, 33) on optimization by level set methods, as follows: 
(ii) Let ,D = y. By (1.32) and 131, Theorem 1.11, applied to a singleton, 
we have x~-~,,,(xJ =~?‘~~~~~(-q,)~ f or a fixed y E F, if and only if for each 
c < a = xrmIo,,(xO) there exists QC E X*, Qr # 0, such that 
@,(x’> <@cG%) (x’ E x, xr-l(y)(x’) < c>. (3.42) 
Now, if x0 ET-‘(y), then for each c <~r~~,~,,(x,) = 0 we have 
Ix’ 6% x I Xr-l&‘) < c} = 0, so any QC E X*, @,# 0 satisfies (3.42). On 
the other hand, if x,, @ r- l(y), then 
(x’ E x / XT-I(JX’) ,< c} = r- ‘(y, (0 <c < xr-l&O) = +m>, (3.43) 
so (3.42) is equivalent to (3.28) with @ = QC. 
(iii) Let ,U = 7~. By (1.33) and [33, Theorem 3.11, applied to a 
singleton, we have x~~,~,,)(+,) =,$)flCyj(xO), for a fixed y E F, if and only if 
for each c < ~~-,o,,,(xJ th ere exists GC E X*, QC # 0, such that 
@,W + @cc%) (x’ E x, Xr -I(&‘) < c). (3.44) 
But, as above, if x0 E r-‘(y), then for each c < x~~,~~,(x,,) = 0, any 
QC EX*, @, # 0, satisfies (3.44); and, if x0 6Z T-‘(y), then (3.43) holds, 
whence (3.44) is equivalent to (3.29) with @ = QC. 
Remark 3.5. Since problems (1.1) and (3.1) are equivalent, one can also 
consider the converse direction, i.e., one can define for problems (3.1), (3.2) 
the functionals L, (,u = c, y, ?r) by (3.8)-(3.10) and then try to arrive, for 
problems (l.l), (1.2), using a suitable r, at the L,‘s of (2.1)-(2.3). Some 
results in this direction, for ,u = c, have been given [29, Theorems 2 and 31. 
For p = y, 7c one can give similar results, which we leave to the reader. 
3.2. Optimization Problems for Systems 
DEFINITION 3.1. We shall call system a triple (F +‘X) consisting of two 
locally convex spaces F, X and mapping u of F into X. 
We recall (see [ 19, 251) that if U: F-+X is a continuous linear mapping, 
then (F -+‘X) is called a linear system and that (see [25]) if X is a partially 
ordered locally convex space and u is a convex mapping of F into X (i.e., 
such that u(Ay, + (1 - A) y2) < Au( y,) + (1 - d) u( yJ for all yr , y, E F and 
all A with 0 < A ,< l), then (F -+U X) is called a convex system. 
Given a system (F +‘X), a subset R of X with u(F) nR # 0, called 
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target set, and a functional h: F+ I? (the objective functional), let us 
consider the primal optimization problem 
(P> a = in: h(y) = inf(h + xU -Icn,)(F>. (3.45) 
U(Y)EO 
This may be regarded as a particular case of problem (3.1), with 
G=u-l(R)= {yEFIu(y)EfJ} (3.46) 
(the assumption u(F) n R # 0 is equivalent to G # 0) and, conversely, (3.1) 
is the particular case X = F, u = I, (the identity operator), 52 = G, of 
problem (3.45). Thus, problems (3.1) and (3.45) are equivalent and hence 
they are also equivalent to (1.1). 
On can consider, for problem (3.45), the perturbation functional 
(4: F x X + I? corresponding to perturbations of the target set R by trans- 
lations, that is, 
(o(Y> x = WY) + Xu-l(x+n,(Y) (YEF,XEX), (3.47) 
whence, by (3.6) the natural constraints multifunction I? X + 2’ will be 
Z-(x)=u-‘(x+8)= (yEFlu(y)Ex+O) (x E X); (3.48) 
then, with x,, = 0, cp satisfies (1.3) for h + ~~~~~~~ and r satisfies (3.3) for G 
defined by (3.46). Our aim is to express Li and (Q”,) @ = c, y, n) with the 
aid of u and a. To this end, we shall use (3.48) and the results of 
Section 3.1. 
Let us recall that, by 126, Remark 4.21, for C X+ 2’ as in (3.48) the 
inverse multifunction (3.5) becomes, obviously, 
r-‘(y)=u(y)-R (Y E 0 (3.49) 
whence 
sup @(T-‘(y)) = sup Q(x) = @(u(y)) - inf @(a) (y E F, @ E X*>, 
XGU(Y)-0 
(3.50) 
which has the advantage that the inf is taken over a set not depending on y. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (F -+” X) be a system. For (P) and rp as above and 
any y E F, @ E X”, we have 
L~(.Y, @> = h(y) - @(u(y)) + inf @(a), (3.5 1) 
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‘“,(YT @I = h(Y) + X,y’EF(9(u(y’))>inf~o)(Y) if inf Q(Q) E @(a) 
= h(Y) +XIU’EFI~(U(~‘))>~~FO(R))(Y) if inf @(a) 6? @(a), 
(3.52) 
C(Y, @I = h(Y) +xlY’EFllp(u( YO)El9(R),(Y) (3.53) 
and hence, if L! is weakly compact, then 
Consequently, 





O(U(Y))E@(fl) @(u(y)) > inf@(R) 




and, if either l2 is weakly compact or (F -+’ X) is a linear system and h is 
upper semi-continuous, then 




ProoJ By (3.8) and (3.50), there holds (3.51). 
Furthermore, by (3.49) and (3.50) we have 
(YEFIOE~(~-‘(Y))}=~YEFI~(~(Y))E~(~>} (@ E x*1, 
(3.59) 
{ y E F ( 0 < sup @(T-‘(y))} = { y E F ( @(u(y)) > inf @(a)) (@ E x*)3 
(3.60) 
which, together with (3.18), (3.17) for x,, = 0, minkA ,xs) = xA vB and the 
obvious relations 
{Y E Fl @(U(Y)> E @P)) LJ {Y E F I @(U(Y)) > inf @(Q)) 
= {Y E F I @(U(Y)) > inf Q(Q)) if inf Q(R) E G(Q) 
= {Y E F I @(u(y)) > inf Q(Q)} if inf @(a) @ Q(Q), 
(3.61) 
yield (3.53) and (3.52). Now, if R is weakly compact, then inf @(a) E @‘(a) 
(GE X*) whence, by (3.52), there follows (3.54). Let us also note that, by 
(3.49), J2 is weakly compact if and only if so is T’(y,-,) for some y, E F, 
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and in this case all Y’(y) (y E P’) are weakly compact. Furthermore, 
(3.51~(3.54), (3.61) and theorem 2.3(i) imply, respectively, (3.55)--(3.58). 
Finally, if (F-+’ X) is a linear system, then 
{Y E F 1 @(U(Y)) > inf @J(Q)} = {y E F 1 @(u(y)) 2 inf Q(Q)} 
and hence, if h is upper semi-continuous, then, by (3.61) and (3.56), we 
obtain again (3.58), which completes the proof. 
Remark 3.6. Formulae (3.59) and (3.57) have been shown in [26, 
formula (4.5); 30, formula (5.12)], respectively, and some sufficient 
conditions for a =/3: and a =pz, with p:, /?“, as in (3.55), (3.57) and (3.55), 
(3.57) with sup replaced by max, have been given in [25,28], without using 
the surrogate Lagrangian LE. The perturbation functional (3.47) and the 
constraints multifunction (3.48), for problem (3.45), have been used in 125, 
281 and [26; 29, proof of Theorem 31, respectively; indeed, since for cp 
defined by (3.47) and for each (y, x) E F x 4 cp(y, x) is equal either to h(y) 
or to +co, in [ 29, proof of Theorem 31, one t.akes 
r(x) = IY E F I (P(Y, x) = h(y)} (x E X), (3.62) 
which, by (3.47), yields (3.48). In the case of linear systems (F -+‘X), some 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a = /?E, with /3: (,u = c, y, z) as in 
(3.55), (3.58), (3.57) with sup replaced by max, have been given, in terms of 
the primal functional (1.42) associated to (3.47), in [32]. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let (F +” X) be a convex system, let 
0 = {x E X) x < 0) (the convex cone of all non-positive elements in X) 
satisfy u(F) C-I Sz # 0 and let h: F + R be a functional. Then, for the primal 
optimization problem (3.45), i.e., 
w  inf h(y)= inf h(y) YEF 
U(Y)ER U(Y)<0 
(3.63) 
and for the perturbation functional (3.47), i.e., 
P(Y,X> = h(y) + x~yw,u(y,)<x,(~) (yEF,xEX), (3.64) 
we have 
L,O(Y, -@> = h(y) -t @(NY>> for yEF, O&@EX* 
=-a for yEdomh, O$@EX* 
=+a, for y 6? dom h, (3.65) 
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Lt(Y2 -@) = h(y) +x,~,~~-,~(~(~,))~~)(Y) for YE F, 0 < @E X* 
= h(y) for ~EF, O$@EX*,(~‘~~) 
L%h -@> = h(y) -t ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ for y E F, 0 < @ E X* 
= h(Y) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ for YE F, 0 > @E X* (3.67) 
= 0) otherwise, 
wheredomh=(yEF)h(y)<+co}, whence 
cm 
<Q",> = (Q",> 
Pi? = oJ;~x* j:f {h(Y) + W(Y))L 
/I+?“,= sup inf h(y). 
o<aex* YEF 
@(U(Y))<0 
ProoJ Since LI = {x E X 1 x ,< O}, we have 
qn> = (-00, O] if O<@EX*\{O} 
= [O, Sal) if 0 2 @ E X*\(O) 






sup @(.n) = 0 E (s(Q) if O<@EE* 
= +a3 6i 4qi2) if O$@EX*, 
(3.71) 
{Y~FI~(u(y))E~(R)~=(yEFI~(u(y))~O) ifO<@EE* 
=(.vEFl@(u(y))>O} ifO>@EX* (3.72) 
=F otherwise. 
Now, by (3.51), (3.52) and (3.71), there folow (3.65), (3.66). Alter- 
natively, one can also give the following direct proof of (3.66): By (2.5) and 
(3.64) we have 
If @ > 0, then Ux.x,o(s)~o {YEFI~(Y)~~}=(YEF~~~(~(Y))~O~). 
Indeed, the inclusion c is obvious. Conversely, if y E F, @(u(y)) < 0, so 
there exists z E X, z > 0, such that @(u(y)) = @(-z), then for x = u(y) + I 
we have u(y) <x, @p(x) = 0. This proves the part @ > 0 of (3.66). On the 
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other hand, if @ $0, then there exists x’ E X with x’ > 0, @(x’) < 0. Then 
for any y E F and for 1 > 0 sufficiently large the element x = u(y) + Ix’ 
satisfies u(y) <x and Q(x) = @(u(y)) t A@(Y) < 0, whence the inf in 
(3.73) is 0, which proves the part @ $0 of (3.66). Furthermore, by (3.53) 
and (3.72) we obtain (3.67). Finally, (3.65~(3.67) and Theorem 2.3(i) imply 
(3.68), (3.69), which completes the proof. 
Remark 3.7. (a) The more general case when R of problem (3.63) is 
replaced by any convex cone a’ with vertex x,, E 8’ can be treated similarly. 
(b) The Lagrangian (3.65), case 0 < @ E X*, for convex systems 
(F +’ X) and some sufficient conditions for a = /3:, where /IF is as in (3.68) 
with sup replaced by max, are well-known in the literature, with a 
discrepancy in the sign of @ in the left-hand side of (3.65), due to reasons of 
historical development (see, e.g., [ 13, pp. 219, 2241); see also [25] for sup 
not replaced by max. The functional (3.66), case 0 < @ E X*, for finite- 
dimensional convex systems (F ---+I( X), some sufficient conditions for (r = p”, , 
with pi as in (3.69) and (3.69) with sup replaced by max and part of 
Theorem 2.5 for this case, have been given by Luenberger [ 121, with a 
similar discrepancy in the sign of @ on the left-hand side of (3.66) (see 
Section 0, formulae (0.5) and (0.2)); also, in [ 121 it has been observed that if 
h is quasi-convex, then L’fy, -@) is quasi-convex in y and quasi-concave in 
-@. See also [25], for a =/31 in the case of arbitrary convex systems. For 
finite-dimensional convex systems (F +‘X), Crouzeix 12, Chap. III, $21 has 
used the perturbation functional ~(y, -x) instead of (3.64) to arrive at the 
same formula (3.69) for /IF in this case, with an argument similar to that 
given after (3.73), while for arbitrary convex systems (F +‘X), formula 
(3.69) for $! and p”, has been given in [30, $51, without using surrogate 
Lagrangians; in [ 301 it has been also observed that the equality p”, = pi with 
respect to (p( y, x) of (3.64) and its coincidence with /I”, = /3: with respect to 
q( y, -x) are due to the particular choice of a, x0 and lo. 
Combining the results of Section 2 with Theorem 3.3 or Corollary 3.1, one 
obtains results on problem (3.45), perturbed by (3.47), (3.48). Leaving them 
to the reader, we mention here only that, for r: X -+ 2F defined by (3.48) 
condition (3.37) is always satisfied since for any y E F and o E J2 we have 
y E u-‘(u(y) - w t Q); this has been observed in [26, p. 441. Hence by 
(3.49) and Remark 3.4(a), we have (2.10) (for cp defined by (3.47)) if and 
only if Q is convex and closed. 
3.3. The Particular Case of Systems (F +‘fi F) 
Let us consider separately the particular case when X = F, u = 1, (the 
identity operator) and 0 = G c F. In this case, (F +’ X) is a linear system 
and, as was observed above, problem (3.45) reduces to (and, in fact, is 
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equivalent to) problem (3.1). Furthermore, in this case, (3.47~(3.49) 
become respectively 
dY> x> = h(Y) + x*+G(Y) (Y, x E F), (3.74) 
Z-(x) = x + G (x E F), (3.75) 
T-‘(y)=y-G (Y EF) (3.76) 
(hence, with x0 = 0, u, satisfies (1.3) for h + xc) and Theorem 3.3 yields 
THEOREM 3.4. Let F be a locally convex space and G a subset of F. For 
(P), (p as in (3.1) and (3.74) and any y E F, YE F* we have 
L,Z(y, Y) = h(y) - Y(Y) + inf Y(G), (3.77) 
Lo,(YY y’> = h(Y) +x rvlEFIPcy,,>infuco,(Y) if inf Y(G) E Y(G) 
= h(Y) +X,y’EFI~Y(y’)>inf~Y(G)I(Y) if inf Y(G) 6Z Y(G), 
(3.78) 
Llj(Y, Y) = h(Y) + X,Y’EF,Y(Y’)EY(G),o, (3.79) 




p”, = sup min{ inf h(y), inf 
‘f’sF* YEF YSF 
W)l, (3.82) 
YY(Y)EYY(G) Y(y)>infP(G) 
p; = sup inf h(y) (3.83) 
YYEF’ YEF 
Y(Y)EY’(G) 
and, if either G is weakly compact or h is upper semi-continuous, then 




Remark 3.8. (a) Some sufficient conditions for a =/I,“, with ,Bz as in 
(3.81) with sup replaced by max, have been given in [22]. Some necessary 
and sufficient conditions and some sufficient conditions, for a =pF and 
a = /?z, with ,L$, SE as in (3.82)-(3.84) and (3.82~(3.84) with sup replaced 
by max, have been given, using level set methods, in [31, 331. Some 
necessary and sufficient conditions for a = ,L?i, with pz (JI = c, y, rr) as in 
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(3.81), (3.84), (3.83) with sup replaced by max, have been given, in terms of 
the primal functional (1.42) associated to (3.74), in [32]. Note that (3.84), 
(3.82), (3.83) are the particular cases W= F*, A, = ( y E F 1 Y(y) >, 
infY(G)}, AV={yEF]Y(y)EY(G)}U{yEF]Y(y)>infY(G)} (half- 
spaces containing G) and A,,, = (y E F ( Y(y) E Y(G)} (unions of strips 
containing G), respectively, of Section 0, formula (0.7). 
(b) Let us consider the set 
GS=(!?‘EF*]Y#O,supY(G)<+oo}, (3.85) 
occurring in [31,33]. Clearly, 
inf Y(G) = -co if Y& -GSu (0) 
=o if Y=O. 
(3.86) 
whence, by (3.77), (3.78), 
LZ(y, Y) = -co for yEdomh, Ye -G’U{O} 
= h(y) for yEdomh, Y=O, 
(3.87) 
LO,(Y, y> = h(y) for yEF, Y6Z -G” (3.88) 
and, if G is F*-connected (see Corollary l.l), then, by (3.79), 
L:(Y, y) = h(y) for yEF, YtZG’U-G”. (3.89) 
Consequently, one can replace, in (3.81), (3.82), (3.84), supser;* by 
s”PY~ -G” For some other results involving G”, see [3 1, 331. 
(c) One can also make similar remarks for Theorem 3.3 and the set 
-QS (instead of -GS). 
The following particular case will play an important role in 
Remarks 3.10-3.12 below: 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let F be a locally convex space and G a linear 
manifold in F, say G = y, + S, where y, E F and S is a linear subspace of F. 
For (I’), a, as in (3.1) and (3.74) we have 
L:(Y, y> = h(y) - Y(Y) + ‘U(Y,> for yEF, YES’ 
=-a for y E dom h, Y 65 s1 (3.90) 
=+a for y 6L dom h, 
Lo,(Y, y1= h(Y) + Xly~EfIY’(y~)>Y(y~)l Y ( ) for yEF, YES’ 
= h(y) for yEF, Yy4Si, 
(3.91) 
409/98/l-5 
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whence 
(Q,"> P,” = ly”,“ss ‘:f {h(y) - U’(Y) + ‘Ye 
pi = sup inf 
Y&s1 YE.= 
h(y), 
Y(Y) = WY,) 
where 
lP=(YEFF*I Y(y)=O(yES)}. 
Proof: Since G = y, + S and S is a linear subspace, we have 
Y(G) = 1 ~~Y,)I if !PYESl 
=R if !Py& S’, 
whence 
inf Y(G) = Y(y,) E Y(G) if YES’ 








and hence, by Theorem 3.4, we obtain Corollary 3.2. 
Remark 3.9. (a) For G = y0 + S as above, by (3.90)-(3.92) we have 
L,“(Y, ul) = L;(Y, ‘u> = J$Y, Y) = 0) (yE G, YES’). (3.99) 
(b) For conditions in order to have Q =/3:, with /Ii (u = c, y, n) as in 
(3.93~(3.95) and (3.93~(3.95) with sup replaced by max, see [18, 21, 
22, 3 11. 
(c) More generally, one can also show, using Theorem 3.4 (or 
Remark 3.7(a)) that if G is a convex cone with vertex y,, E G, then formulae 
similar to (3.90), (3.91), (3.93), (3.94) hold, with S’ replaced by 
-(G - y,)’ = {YE F* ] inf Y(G) = Y(y,)}, (3.100) 
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where A0 = {YE F* 1 sup Y(A) < l}, the polar of A; also, in this case, 
GKY7 y3 = h(Y) +X,Y’EF,P(y’)>Y(yo),(Y) if yEF, YE-(G-yo)o 
= h(Y) +X(Y’EFIY’(y’)(YY(yo),(Y) if yEF, YE (G-y,)’ 
= h(y) otherwise, (3.101) 
plj=+ sup inf h(y). (3.102) 
Y’YE-(G-y#’ Y~F 
Y(Y) > Y(Y,) 
Indeed, if G is a convex cone with vertex y. E G, then 
Y’(G) = l WY,), +a> if YE -(G -yo)“\(O} 
= (--co, VYo)l if YE (G -yo)‘\{O} 
(3.103) 
= 0 if Y=O 
=R otherwise, 
whence 
inf Y(G) = Y(y,) E Y(G) if YE -(G - yo)’ 
= -co 6?! Y(G) if Y & -(G - y,)’ 
(3.104) 
and hence the result follows. 
Remark 3.10. If (F +’ X) is a linear system and x, E u(F), then, for any 
fixed y. E F such that u(yo) = xi, the set 
G={yEF)u(y)=x,}=y,+Keru (3.105) 
is a linear manifold in F. Hence, by Corollary 3.2 (with S = Ker u), for the 
optimization problem 
a = inf h(G) = $ h(y) = inf(h + xc)(F), (3.106) 
u(y)=x, 
where h: F + i?, and for the perturbation functional 
(PI(Y, xl = h(y) +~x+(y’EF,u(y,)=x,)(~) (Y>xEF) (3.107) 
(hence, with x0 = 0, ‘pi satisfies (1.3) for h + ,yG), we have (3.90~(3.95) with 
S = Ker U. On the other hand, (3.106) may be regarded as the particular 
case R = {x1} of problem (3.45). Thus, by Theorem 3.3, for problem (3.106) 
and for the perturbation functional 
CP,(Y,X) = h(y) + xwwu(y,)=x,+x~ Y ( > (yEF,xEX) (3.108) 
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(note that (pr # p2 even when X=F, unless u = IF), we have (3.51): 
(3.53)--(3.55) and (3.57), (3.58) with 0 = (x,) (which is weakly compact). 
Hence, since u*(X*) c (Ker u)‘, we obtain 
LXYY u*P)>,, = LlTxYY @>,, (yEF,@EEX*,p=c,y,n), (3.109) 
cf 2 CaD,, 2 NJ,, 01 = c, YT 711, (3.110) 
where the subscript indicates the perturbation functional with respect to 
which we compute Lz or /3: for problem (3.106). If u*(X*) = (Ker u)‘, then, 
clearly, 
wl,, = c/$&q cu = c, Y, n>. (3.111) 
For some conditions in order that a = @l),, for all x, E u(F), where 
(/3:),, is as in (3.57) with a = {x,} or (3.57) with a = {x,} and with sup 
replaced by max, see [17-20, 23, 27, 321. 
Let us also mention that for F,X Banach spaces, u one-to-one 
and h(y) = I]y]l (Y E F) we have a = Ilu-‘(xJJI= supotPEF~ 
I ul(~-‘w>l/ll Yll= coYJ,l f or each x1 E u(F) (by (3.95) and the well-known 
formula for the distance from a point to a hyperplane) but, as has been 
observed in [20] (see also [23]), we have a = SU~~+~~~*(~+) 
I w-‘(x,Nllll VI = Cal>,, f or each x, E u(F) if and only if u*(X*) is of 
characteristic 1 in F*, in the sense of [3]. This yields examples of distinct 
values Ca%, + VQ2 of two pseudo-dual problems (QE),,, (Qz),, to the 
same primal optimization problem (3.106) and shows that, from the point of 
view of the gap (r --/I:, (Qz),, is a “better” pseudo-dual problem than (Qz),, 
(and, in fact, an “optimal” pseudo-dual problem, i.e., which yields the gap 0). 
Remark 3.11. By [28, Remark 3.2(b)], the general optimization problem 
(P) of (1.1) may be considered as a particular case of (and hence, it is 
equivalent to) a problem of type (3.1) for a linear manifold G, since by (1.3) 
we can write (1.1) in the form 
(P) a = inf h(F) = (,,j$ xgl P(Y, x> = in@ + x~~,~,,,>(F x X), (3.112) 
where the set 
07 xi,) = (0,x,) + (F, 0) (3.113) 
is a linear manifold in F x X. Now we shall show, using Corollary 3.2, that 
the dual and surrogate dual problems to (3.112) with the natural pertur- 
bation of type (3.74) and to (l.l), X, rp, x,, have the same values and closely 
connected solutions and that, although the Lagrangian and surrogate 
Lagrangian functionals for the two problems are defined on different product 
spaces, they are also closely connected. 
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Indeed, applying Corollary 3.2 for F, G, y,, S, h and rp replaced respec- 
tively by F x X, (F, x,), (0, x,,), (F, 0) (hence (F, 0)’ = (0, X*)), (D and (since 
OI’, x’) t (K q,) = (F, x’ t x,,)) by 
V,((Y> x)3 (Y’. x’)) = rp(y, x) +x w+.,,(Y~x) ((Y, x), (y’, x’) E F x X) 
(3.114) 
(hence v,((Y, xl, (Y’, 0)) = (a, + x(~,~~,)(Y, x> for any Y’ E F), we obtain, for 
(P), w, as in (3.112) and (3.114), 
GUY9 x), (Y @>> 
= cp(Yl x) - @p(x) t @(x0) for (y,x)EFxX,(Y,@)~(o,x*) 
Z-m for (Y, x) E dot-n cp, (Y, @) 4 (0, x*) 
=+a2 for (~,x)@dorncp, (Y,@)EF*xx*, 
(3.115) 
Lo,((YY x), (F @>> 
=rp(Y,x)+x l(r’.x’)fFxX,cp(x’)>*(~~~,(Y~ x> 
for (y, x) E F x X, (Y, @) E (0, X*) 
= dY? x> for (y,x)EFxX, (Y,@)6G(O,X*), 
(3.116) 
cx(Y~ x)3 (K @‘)) 
=dY,x)+x ,(y’,x’,EI;XX,g(x,)=oc,,,r(Y, xl 
for (y, x) E F x X, (Y, @) E (0, X*) 
= cp(Y, x) for (y, x) E F x X, (Y, @) G (0, X*), 
(3.117) 
whence /3,“, ,$ and /3”, are the same as (1.5)-(1.7). Also, (0, @J E F* xX* 
is a solution of (Qi) for (3.112), (3.114) if and only if @,, is a solution of 
(Q,) for (l.l), X, (p, x0. Finally, 
inf L:((Y, x), (0, @>I = L,(Y, @; x0) 
XEX 
(Y E F, @ E X*, P = c, Y, n>, 
(3.118) 
where L, (,u = c, y, n) are defined by (2-l)-(2.3). 
Remark 3.12. By [28, Remark 3.2(b)], the general optimization problem 
(P) of (1.1) may be also considered as a particular case of (and hence, it is 
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equivalent to) a problem of type (3.106) since by (1.3) we can write (1.1) in 
the form 
(P) a = inf h(F) = zJ;~x v(z) 
Pz(z)=xil 
= WP + Xlz’eFXXlpl(r’)=x*) >(F x X>, 
where p2 : F X X-+ X is the coordinate projection 
PdY, x> =x (0, x> E F x X>, 
(3.119) 
(3.120) 
which is a continuus linear mapping of F x X onto X. Alternatively, by (1.3) 
we can also write (1.1) in the form 
(PI a = inf h(F) = ;,‘?-, P(Z), (3.121) 
(o,lx)(z)=xo 
where (0, Ix) is the continuous linear mapping 
(0, I,&, x) = (0, x> ((Y>X)EFXX) (3.122) 
of F X X into F x X. Let us observe that, since p,(F x X) and (0, I,)(F x X) 
are closed, we have 
p:(X*) = (Kerp,)‘= (F, O)l= (0,X*) 
= (0, I,)*(F* x X*) = Ker(0, Ix)‘; 
(3.123) 
alternatively, it is also easy to check (3.123) directly. Therefore, by 
Remark 3.10, formula (3.1 I I), for problem (3.119) with the perturbation 
functionals (3.114) and 
V2((A xh x’> = Kh xl +X,rEFXX,p,(r)=xo+x’,(~, x) (yEF,x,x’EX) 
(3.124) 
(thus, !f’zu,((.c xl, 0) = (P + x(F. x,,) >(Y, x)1, we have @>,, = da%, 01= G Y, n) 
and hence, by Remark 3.1 I, these values coincide with (1.5)-( 1.7), respec- 
tively. Similarly, the values of the dual and surrogate dual problems to 
(3.121) with respect to the perturbation functionals 
v1db x)7 (Y’, x’>> = PO, x> +x (Y',x')+(rcFxxl(O,c~)(r)=(O,xa)l Y, ( x> 
= v,((r, 4, 0’3 x’)) = %((A x>, x’h (3.125) 
W4((Y9 XL WV x9> = (P(A x) +x (reFXX,(O,lx)(r)=(Y’,xo+x’),(~?X)~ 
(3.126) 
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coincide with (1.5~( 1.7) respectively; note that 
W,((Y~ x)9 (Y’, x’>> = %((YY x)7 x’) if y’=O 
(3.127) 
=+cc if y’#O. 
3.4. Minimization of the Sum of Two Functionals 
Let us consider the primal optimization problem 
(P> a = inf(h, + h*)(F), (3.128) 
where F is a locally convex space and h,, h, : F + I? are two functionals. 
This is the particular case h = h, + h, of problem (1.1) and, conversely, 
problem (1.1) is the particular case h, = h, h, = 0 of (3.128), so they are 
equivalent. Also, problem (3.128) is the particular case h = h, + h,, G = F, 
of problem (3.1) and, conversely, (3.1) is the particular case h, = h, h, = xF 
of (3.128), so they are equivalent. 
One can consider, for problem (3.128) the perturbation functional 
rp:FXF-tRdefined by 
(o(Y, x> = h,(y) + My -x> (Y, x E F), (3.129) 
which satisfies (1.3) for h = h, + h,, x0 = 0; such perturbations are called, 
by some authors (see, e.g., [ 111) “horizontal perturbations,” in contrast with 
those of type (3.64), called “vertical perturbations.” Note that, if h, = h, 
h, =xG, then (3.129) becomes 
~P(Y,x) = h(y) f xc(y - x> = 0) + xx+G(~) (Y> x E FL 
which is nothing else than (3.74) ( i.e., perturbations by translations of G). 




P: = ;~g* ,;x"f, My) + My -xl - Y'(x)}, 




p”, = sup yYEF* yEF $,,, P,(Y) + My -- x>L (3.132) 
L,O(Y, Y> = Ef {h,(y) + h,(y -x) - !?‘(x)} (yEF, YEF*), (3.133) 
LO,(Y, Yu> = kf; W,(y) + My -x>) (y E F, YE F*), (3.134) 
Y’(X)>0 
J%J’, u? = && {h,(y) + h,(y -x)} (y E F, YE F*). (3.135) 
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Remark 3.13. As was observed, e.g., in [ll, p. 3701, we have 
inf {h,(y) + h,(y -x)1 = PIVh;)(x) (x E F), (3.136) 
Y@ 
where V is the symbol of infimal convolution and where 
h;(x) = h,(-x) (x E F). (3.137) 
Hence, we can write the surrogate dual problems in the form 




Some sufficient conditions for a = ,f?E, with pz as in (3.132), (3.139), have 
been given in [28]. 
Note added in proof: See also J. E. Martinez-Legaz, Thesis, Barcelona, 1981 (English 
version in the same volume as [ 3 11) and I. Singer, Generalized convexity, functional hulls and 
applications to conjugate duality in optimization, in press. 
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